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 16.5 MB. 4.83, 8.07 for 8.5. ACRYLIC MANAGER is a quick and easy to use software for the creation of stickers and labels.
This is an ACRYLIC MASTER and you will learn how to use the features and extend your creativity. This software is designed
in such a way that you can apply the letters on the work directly, without the need to create a stencil. This software is perfect to
create stickers for all occasions. Features are: - It is a quick application which allows you to get your job done in few minutes,

and without the need to create a stencil. - All your drawings are stored in one document. - You can save the drawings with
different settings. - Store all your stickers and labels in just one document. - Save drawings to the hard disk or to a memory

card. - It is a simple tool. You don't need any graphics skills to create labels. - Save and export your drawings in PDF, WMF,
GIF, JPEG, PNG and PSD. - Export your drawings with different settings: export to a CD or as a PDF file, so you can use it in
your projects. - Import stickers from PDF or images. - One click to add a background to your sticker and draw on it. - Import

and export stickers from Microsoft Excel worksheets. - Edit images and drawings with the tablet. - Draw in the full resolution of
your image. - Hide or show the background image of your stickers and labels. - Hide or show the text. - Edit text size, line and
color. - Insert text under the selected image. - There are several tools to get an overview of the current image: a ruler, grid and

colors. - Save your stickers and labels as an image, for use in apps, e-mails, websites and so on. - Change the color of the text in
your sticker or label. - Apply the same color to all your drawings. - There is no limit to the number of drawings that can be

saved. - Draws can be saved with the keyboard shortcut CTRL + S. - Export to image format. - There is an option to export to
EXIF or to HTML. - The software comes with over 6,000 different stickers and labels. - The software has four different

templates to use for your stickers and labels. - You can edit the sticker and label paper sizes, font size, font color and line width.
- Change the paper orientation: landscape or portrait 82157476af
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